
Automotive Service Technicians
 

The automotive industry includes a wide array of organizations and businesses involved in

the manufacture, development, production, marketing, and sale of automobiles. It is among

the world's largest automobile-related industries by overall revenue generated. The

automotive industry employs more people than any other industry worldwide. With the right

amount of knowledge, experience, skills, and tools, an automotive technician can be a

success in this industry. 

 

Becoming an automotive technician requires hands-on training to gain job skills. For those

who want to become a technician, they must first complete a formal automotive technician

training program. Automotive technicians are required to have at least a high school diploma

or GED to apply for these programs. They must also have at least a basic knowledge of cars

and have completed a basic level of auto mechanic training to enter the program. 

 

Automotive repair is divided into two major sections: engine and transmission. Engine refers

to any internal part such as the gas tank, carburetor, transmission, etc., while transmission

deals with the vehicle's transfer system including the drive train such as the transfer case,

clutch, shifter, etc. Both of these sections require knowledge of specific parts. 

 

Automotive repair covers a broad spectrum of tasks. One type of automotive repair job

involves testing the auto's brake system. This is where a technician checks for leaks around

the brake calipers, rotors, caliper throats, and the master cylinder. The technician will then

diagnose the problem using diagnostic equipment. If the problem is severe, the auto

mechanic may replace the brake pads, rotors, or both. 



 

 

An automotive technician can also service an automobile's engine. It usually involves

checking for problems with the oil, transmission, carburetor, fuel system, etc. The

technician's job includes changing the oil and replacing the fuel filter. Diagnostic tools are

used in this step. If the mechanic finds out that there are problems with these parts, he will

replace them. 



 

If you own a car, you probably already know that a collision repair requires the assistance of

a qualified automotive technician. Since repairs involving internal components require more

skill, automotive technicians need special training. https://dashburst.com/gabriellemenard

They usually take three years and college courses in collision repair to gain their certification.

Automotive technicians are required to have a certification exam following graduation from

high school. Automotive technicians who complete the exam and remain certified are eligible

to apply for union jobs. 

 

With advancements in automotive technology, an auto technician's career advancement can

be very promising. Automotive technicians can opt to obtain further education after working.

They can obtain diplomas or graduate certifications. In some states, automotive technicians

are required to pass certain examinations in order to retain their certificate. Auto technicians

can find job opportunities in both private and public service fields. 

 

Automotive technicians are involved in many aspects of an automobile repair. Some

mechanics deal with the interior and exterior of vehicles, while others handle the electrical

systems. Some focus on maintenance while others provide preventive services for car

owners. Automotive technicians play a crucial role in maintaining the quality of an individual's

vehicle. As they perform various tasks in an auto shop, automotive technicians are well-

trained in a variety of technical skills such as vehicle diagnostics, vehicle wiring and

maintenance, vehicle mechanics, and much more. 

 

An automotive service technician's duties usually range from basic maintenance to the more

complex tasks of vehicle repairs. The most common services that are done by a technician

include oil changes, transmission and brakes inspections, engine inspections, tune-ups, and

emissions testing. A collision repair technician might also change or diagnose motor tires and

inspect engine parts for worn parts. Automotive service technicians can perform basic repairs

such as oil changes and brake calipers. They can also perform diagnostic services like tire

pressure and engine noise checks. 

 

Automotive technicians work under automotive repair facilities that employ qualified

mechanics. Most centers have mechanical experts who are certified by the Automotive

Service Excellence (ASUE) Foundation. Certified automotive technicians who are hired by

collision repair centers must undergo a thorough training program. The training program is

designed to provide automotive technicians with thorough knowledge on all types of repair

work. Automotive technicians are trained to work under professional supervisors and follow

specific procedures when performing work in an auto shop. 

 

Automotive service centers employ automotive technicians who have attended automotive

technical schools or vocational schools. Many technicians have obtained at least a

Associate's degree in an accredited trade school. Automotive technical schools offer

students courses in Auto Repair Techniques, Diagnostic and Repair Analysis, and Hydraulics

and Motors. Many automotive repair tech schools also offer courses in preventive
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maintenance, automotive systems, repair and refinishing of automotive engines and parts,

and collision repair. Some schools also provide courses in environmental control, hazardous

materials handling, and electrical and computer systems. There are many technical schools

that also provide work experience programs in auto repair shops. 


